Abstract. The core of codification is invariably the idea of a system in the law's composition and structuring, doctrinal reflection and conceptual building up, including judicial reference to codal definitions as well. Or, codification is (1) an exclusive body of law (2) implementing unity in its regulatory field (3) with logical coherence and consequentiality. The dream of a common European codification penetrates into the very heart of the law, presupposing the unification of all the intellectuality and underlying approach that has ever distinguished Civil Law and Common Law. The more the advancement of the European unification progresses, the more inverse the assessment of European codification becomes, making us its past trends, values and regulatory techniques reconsidered. That is, as if we on the Continent had not so much become statal national units unified by a sequence of national laws but, being too conceited of our most promising collective heritage within the transitory phase of an infantile disorder, became rather fragmented in national isolation from one another, which now comes eventually to a final end. undisturbedly, driven by its own impulse. At the same time, setting new targets by re-dreaming thousand-year-old European and commonly shared dreams in response to the present-day policies of the European Union, theory seems to be ready to revise, moreover, reverse earlier perspectives apparently thoroughly established and conventionalised, hoping to beat new paths now. Debating policies and methodologies in terms of codification is fashionable again: it is in the focus of discussions and its dilemmas appear as vital as regards our decisions on the future.
European region, in Russia (1996) , and in preparation in Poland and Hungary (supplemented also by re-codification of criminal law in the latter), all represent developments of the recent past. 4 * First, in guise of general observation, a rather striking statement can be made. Notably, as the end of the second millennium was approaching, codification itself started increasingly to lose in purity and in the consistency of its classical ideals that once used to constitute a strict and coherent system. And this holds good of more than one aspects. On the one hand, the supremacy of statutory law with its function of exhaustively embodying the law gradually shows the signs of waning. 5 On the other hand (and in result of the above), the requirement developed half a century ago as a logical perfection of the European ideal of codification, namely that a codificational determination of the law be maintained through re-drafting law-codes periodically recurrently, by keeping pace with changing historical, economic and social conditions given at any time, has itself weakened. (As is known, it is socialist codification having set itself the objective of the codal embodiment of the law that realised this requirement in the most principled way, purely and consequently, also as a pattern which later became, upon the pressure of the need for modernization, a model enthusiastically followed by the Afro-Asiatic developing countries as well.)
For practical considerations, this leap into the opposite extreme can be perceived as a pendulum-effect. From now on, it is not re-codification any longer but the utter negation of codification itself (i.e., the abandonment of codifi- 4 Cf., e.g., Renaissance der Idee der Kodifikation Das neue niederländische Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch 1992. cation in order to reach a state of "de-codification" 6 ) that comes to the forefront more and more forcefully as a new landmark. More precisely, the emphasis is increasingly shifting from the code itself to the actual filling of onetime codal functions. In other words, the systemic form of objectivation of the law suitable to provide a gapless response to any question at will within its field of regulation seems to be eventually substituted by the actuality of whatever reply only channelled by the code, maybe by providing nothing but systemic or taxonomic loci to which, conceptually or institutionally, the freely contextualisable judicial stand may refer. 7 According to the new mainstream opinion, regarded as exclusively justified by the ideologies of postmodernity, the alleged "authoritarianism of codification" of the past will have to yield its place (both as an ideal and as the technique of regulatory practice) to a kind of "democratic openness", 8 in pursuance to some development typologies mostly rooted in American experience but increasingly generalised so as to include European practices as well. 6 Irti, N.: L'età della decodificazione. 3 rd ed. Milano, 1989. 195. 7 According to the expression of Sacco, 125, it is no longer the code-form that is superior but the idea of its (suit)ability to offer a solution: "Il codice non è […] superato. È superata l'idea che un codice possa nascere privo di lacune, e che la sua sola lettera possa offrire une buone soluzione per tutti i possibili casi del futuro."
8 According to Kübler, p. 651, there is a "change of the authoritarian codification state towards a system aiming at democratic openness where legislation has become a political instrument of a permanently required adjustment" in progress. According to LasserreKiesow, V. : La codification en Allemande au XVIII e siècle: Réflexions sur la codification As a logical consequence to this, present-day legislators tend to leave behind all former endeavours for systemic purity and consistency (as if these were nothing but instances of a kind of doctrinarian atavism), only to make way for the pragmatism of borrowing from just anywhere, and thereby accepting both the partialness and fragmentation of results. 10 In addition to all these, a new kind of localism, transitionalism and pragmatism making headway under the aegis of globalism rapidly gaining ground, explain the attempt at absolutising currently ongoing endeavours with the wish to also re-write the past (a practice far from unfamiliar in France of the earlier days). Notably, a paradigmatic shift is at stake as a tendency becoming more and more general, in terms of which the codification once completed by Napoleon and also its magnificent and lasting type-framing features seem nowadays to be swept out of collective memory and taken notice of, if at all, rather as a historically incidental exception in the birthplace of classical codification, only to relativise the very term 'codification' (along with the idea and the historical achievement represented by its one-time realisation), by reducing its meaning to the practice of rationalising one aspect of the mass-scale and all-inclusive management implied by today's public administration, that is, to the continuous consolidation of its legal normative staff (from statutes to governmental decrees, including also administrative regulations).
11
This short-sighted and extreme simplification (forecasting "the end of history" with all the a-historical conceptual misrepresentation inherent in Francis Fukuyama's contemporary Utopianism)-in addition to its rather controversial nature, as such a 'codification', taken as the genuine piece of consolidation, 10 According to Bergel, J.-L.: Les méthodes de codification dans les pays de droit mixte. In La formation du droit national dans les pays de droit mixte. Aix-Marseille, 1989. 21-34, "from now on, there is nothing but mixed laws" (34), because "the mixed character grows widespread by becoming the general rule" (35).
11 As a vice-president of the National Committee for Codification, Braibant, G.: Codification. In Encyclopaedia Universalis 6, Paris, 1995. 9-42 has visualised today's practice, drowned in everyday hygiene and poorly lacking any concept, as the great universal achievement of mankind. Because, although "codification has been an ancient dream of mankind" (39), yet its manifestations "hardly have more value than the texts adopted or issued by them". Namely, "codification itself is nothing else than the operation or policy of the fabrication of codes, through re-arranging former norms or creating new norms" (39). Accordingly, the term 'codification' itself has a twofold meaning. True, there was once also "a great work of codification", the Code civil, yet, today also "systematic codes" are available to us. For, as he goes on, "the renaissance [of codification] took place after the [Second World] War" (40).
has to first "transcript", then "transgress" the positivated legal staff processed by it, tearing this staff out from its original texture, by placing it into another context, and thereby finally "transdict" it 12 -is not only sheer "conceptual abuse"
13 but is obviously indicative of decline, too. 14 All this slowly starts to characterise our age to an extent that some observers believe to discover exactly opposite, counter-running tendencies among the trends in the United States of America and in the European Union, pointing out that while there the re-assertion or the launch of codification, here, on our continent, decodification has been put on the agenda.
15
A kind of scepticism has become general-first, in the form of disillusionment and then, as a general awakening, due to the vanishing of the myths of the European ideal of codification 16 -which, as extended also to the past, has gradually but surely been transferred from the loss of confidence placed in the regulatory force of and normative foresight by the law, to the general disappointment in codification itself. Some present-day sober explanations 12 Terms by Timsit, G.: La codification: transcription ou transgression de la loi? In his Archipel de la norme. Paris, 1997. ch. V, 145-159, especially at 151, 155 and also 159. Actually, Timsit speaks about consolidation, yet, indicative of uninhibited actualisation, he terms it codification all along [as done also by both Catta, E.: Codification et la loi fétiche. In Interpréter le droit Le sens, l'interprête, la machine (dir. Thomasset, C.-Bourcier, D.). Bruxelles, 1997. 63-69 and de Bèchillon, D.: L'imaginaire d'un code. Droits (1998), No. 27: La codification 3, 173-184], and blames it basically for "transcendence of the limits of the law" (151) and for "a mummification of the law" (159), that is, for the fact that exactly this false codification, operating with original sources of the law, falsifies them unpronouncedly, because it re-positivates them in a new context and medium. 13 This conceptual extension is expressly considered as an abuse by, e.g., Gaurieu, D.: La rédaction des normes juridiques, source de la métamorphose du droit? Quelques repères historiques pour une réflexion contemporaine. Revue générale de droit 31 (2001) 1-85.
14 Having apparently passed the great moments of codification once and for all (accompanied by the gradual erosion of the belief in rational plannability and in any Gesamtplan's logical executability, in addition to the lack of appropriate political and legal circumstances) may perhaps account for the fact that "The importance of codes will decrease, and the drafting of truly new ones-capturing and organizing new realities-will be, at least for the moment, an almost impossible task. trace this back to the expectations over-intensified yet puristic (and, in this regard, also doctrinarian), thus excessive all through (and, therefore, impractical, consequently proving unsuitable to stand the test of time), fixed back in the age of the Enlightenment, of the birth of classical codification.
17 This is the recognition from which immediately a consequence is also drawn, according to which only the kind of codification could prove successful with lasting effects and applicable in the long run, where its drafters were the least inclined to over-enthusiasm. 18 We seem to have left behind once and for all, as the onetime children's room of our (post)modernity, the claim for codifying the law with the intent of "establishing a new unified legal system", and we are going only to draw on codification in as much as it is inevitable "to safeguard the interests of the community by restricting, as far as possible, the political aspects and influence of different lobbyists", 19 not excluding out the possibility either that the instrument of classical codification will one day be replaced by artificial intelligence and its new media technicalities. It is worthwhile to notice the irony inherent in the fact that the image of the past formed by such prominent civilian authors about codification, taken once as a creative power, is nothing else than the image of future major expectations formed within the European Union. Or, this is a proof that even if history does not repeat itself, we do ourselves. Thanks to our urge to adapt, we again and again draw on the past, its experiences and instrumentalities.
20 "The arduous road to new integration will probably be paved by artificial intelligence better able to detect patterns in the complexity of the modern social life." Damaska: ibid.
stand, 21 which is found by certain dreamers of our future as something hopelessly embedded in (as formed by) the ideals of the past, therefore statist, and, as to declare what the law is, authoritarian; or, and briefly, atavistic and, as such, to be transcended. In sharp contrast with this, there is only an elastic, wishful image formed about the character of the future European civil code, vaguely sketched with exploratory uncertainty, far from being discernible in any aspect.
According to the theoretical literature (leaving, at the moment, the deconstructive reconstructions of the near future out of account), the core of codification is still the idea of a system manifested in both its composition and structuring, doctrinal reflection and conceptual building up, including the judicial practice of referring to codal definitions of institutions, legal constructs and dispositions as well: 23 Bourdieu, P.: Habitus, code et codification. Actes de la recherche en siences sociales (1986), 4-44, quotation on 42, claiming that the "the system is built on […] cognition as universal, through the inseparably logical and ethical necessity of it" (4). 24 Humbert, H.: Les XII Tables, une codification? Droits (1998) La codification 3, 87-112, applies the collective incidence of all these characteristics to qualify the lex duodecim tabularum as a code (110-111). According to Arnaud, 135, codification is a "coherent and systematic regulation" achieved through "exhaustive totalisation" which, according to R. C. van Caenegem An Historical Introduction to Private Law. Cambridge, 1992), especially at 12, denotes "a general, exhaustive regulation of a particular area of law", by "involving a coherent programme and a consistent logical structure". from contradictions and (3) regulatory economy; 25 or, furthermore, of a (1) comprehensive and (2) systematic (3) enactment by the legislature, 26 (4) promulgated as a code. 27 The theoretical attitude is conservative here: once the paths of the mere collection and textual embodiment of laws, once termed by me then as the quantitative, and later on, the systemic reshaping of the law according to the logical ideal of a system, termed by me then as the qualitative, types of codification have started to diverge, also the notion implied by the terms 'code' and 'codification' has become reduced to mean just the latter, that is, the qualitative type, carrying, as a sine qua non, the criterion of systemicity regarding the law processed all through.
Well, it is exactly this differentiation that seems to be disappearing as an outdated past achievement from the postmodernist visions of the political voluntarism of the European Union, not yet equipped with any encouraging practical experience in an all-comprehensive codificatory regulation.
The first guinea pig for experimentation in this immense ongoing endeavour is the effort at elaborating, one way or another, the codification of private law of the European Union. For the time being, we know less about the underlying motives and perspectives of common European legislation (including the clarification of the theoretical foundations and necessity of a systematic codification), reminiscent of the classical period of drafting constitutions and law-codes as well, than about the nature of "democratism" characterised by constant hesitation and the easy readiness to launch the bureaucratic machinery of common legislation in motion. No doubt, the dilemmas regarding the legal expression of the foundation of national states in the 18 th to 19 th centuries will gain new aspects in the current rush for the foundation of a truly inter-national state. Therefore, I still find the lessons drawn two centuries ago invariably remarkable, according to which "codes and constitutions have performed analogous institutional roles" in the legal performance of the political and civil foundation of a society, as supporting and complementing one another in the historically parallel rush for providing basic chartae and law-books. 28 Well, returning to the issues pertaining to the common European codification, all we could experience about its outlines so far is that -it does not aim at abstract conceptual clarity, consistence or exclusive pursuance of any ideal or actual model:
29 it will presumably represent the entire European and even all-Atlantic heritage in the tradition of values and techniques as a practical whole in a (perhaps even mosaic-like) new quality. At the same time,
-it does not aim at perfection, nor at any exclusive completeness. 30 As the result of a new definition of the law, it will have to openly accept, in the context of constantly changing interests and depending on the institutional moves at any given time, a sheerly temporary and mediatory role. Therefore, having drawn the lesson from the failures of codification up to now, -it can be nothing more than just "creeping". 31 As soon as this figurative expression has reached consensus among the students of law taking part in the debate (revealing also the poet, dreamer, innovator and/or social revolutionary hidden in each of us even if mostly suppressed by our scholarly discipline), the doctrinal (and maybe dry, yet systematic) reasoning of treatises in jurisprudence has become substituted (in a way unheard of in juridical literature at earlier times) by a rhapsodic subjectivism with lists of desires and the boundlessness (almost reminiscent of the ecstasy of the socalled 'honeymoon-period', characteristic of early modern and modern revolutions), even unrestraint and randomness, of a credo of "Anything is possible, because by virtue of the power of such a giant club, we are in a position to target anything at will!".
Accordingly, some keep day-dreaming hoping that a kind of the desired end-result will after all emerge one way or another, in one form or another, upon the pattern and with the automatism of the 'Volksgeist' once active in SAVIGNY's thought, due to the emerging clarification of principles through their continuous testing in practice, their unfatiguing re-consideration and adjustments, combining the effect of scholarship and doctrine with the socialising force of living practice and the educational efforts available through general and vocational training. 32 According to other opinions, the desired unity of the European Union can, at most, emerge as the result of endeavours, in which the accumulation of principles (to be further shaped, re-asserted and represented all through by a truly inter-national European legal profession, capable of rising above national fragmentation) will be conceived in the womb of common European professional education and business practice, with a unifying legal scholarship and doctrine in the background. Therefore, it is practicality what the new European creed calls for and not pure scientism or self-complacent authorial egoism; for the latter can merely lead to selfishness, yielding only unnecessary complexity and contradiction, i.e., abstract and doctrinaire conceptuality which, as driedout and lifeless fruits, cannot genuinely respond to the present, truly practical challenge. Or, new Portalises are needed, since only the humility of traditions can provide bases for a codification achieved at the level of foundational principles. 33 Among the authorial convictions, it seems to be a bit too daring to dream farther about (reminiscently, first of all, of the patterns offered by the American Restatement of the Law and the uniform legislation) 32 experimental preparation of such projects as the Principles of European Contract Law or of European Civil Procedure, so as to be able to decide, given the newly acquired practical experience, how to go on (if one will be decided to go further at all); 34 or, partly preconceiving the response, leave the consummation of the codifying process to legal practice from the outset, whose result appearing some time in future can, of course, be applied to further refine either the normative material itself or any of its official commentaries. 35 No matter how the European legal profession may decide, we have to be aware of the fact that even in case any codification is eventually completed, "It could then take decades before today's level of predictability and rationality of decisions would be reached again. Italiano (1999) , V47]-a so-called comparative interpretation is going to be built. Although this seems to contradict the established practice according to which, from the very beginning, a "Cartesian style" has been dominant in the exclusive European judicial forum properly designed so far, i.e., the European Court of Justice, which is allegedly "inspired by the French tradition, in which judgments are more set up as binding conclusions of a quasi-scientific nature than justified argumentatively" [cf., e.g., Weiler, J. H. comparatists in generating intellectual pleasures) has now become, from the vague presentiment of the presumable consequences of a political resolution, the sine qua non of such a resolution and its feasible future realisation. For the common European administration of justice as practised in Luxembourg, Strasbourg, etc. for a few decades now has only required the commonality of results, with no relevance to the issue how these have been actually reached, with which ways and what procedures resorted to and which sources referred to in the process. However, a common European codification, contemplated now, already penetrates straight into the heart of the law. It presupposes the unification of all the intellectuality and underlying approach, conceptual thinking, subordination to logical and systemic forms (that is, sensitivity, skills and styles) which, on their turn and throughout the sequence of centuries, not only offered our continent a scope of law-positivations diverging in nature from those on the British Isles but, so to say, embodied a route and direction diametrically opposite to the hopes placed in this converging European future, both in the historical experiences and their scholarly reconstruction, in the conceptual and methodological frameworks of political and constitutional thinking, in the stake and nature of philosophising-or, in sum, in taking the choice between the pragmatic reliance on human and social experience or the mere pursuance of the barren logic of preconceived conceptual schemes, and, thereby, also between the empirical (inductive) and the principled and methodical (deductive) ways of construction-from the one-time accomplishment of the entire revolution in natural scientific thought. 38 Or, to put it briefly, quite simply and also professionally simplified: those of us who, ready for action, await orders to carry them out, or those who, attending to each other benevolently, hope the diligent acts of the detail work (invisible in the humane everyday responsible practice) to produce the long desired result one day, can, at the highest, be specialists of comparative law in their entrenchment into legal texts, but by no means historically and anthropologically sensitive thinkers who have, at the same time, to bear in mind the essentials of comparative legal cultures as well.
39
For the latter are those who already know (or, at least presume at the level of hypothesis substantiating their approach and explorations) that law is not simply a mechanism built up of interchangeable parts, according to a producttype and operated as a machine, but an aspect of living human culture, separated relatively and only for professional purposes from the other factors and bearers of the order in making at a community level, only to be able with foreseeable security (as having stepped out from the everyday circulation of interests) to direct, influence and control the practice of conflict-resolution according to ready-made patterns, as the case may be, thereby also rendering it impersonal in the spirit of the ethos of the order itself, that is, an external Order which is, like the veil of Justitia, necessarily depersonalised.
(As a matter of fact, we can by far not be sure whether or not at all, and in which sense, the Anglo-American legal mentality may mean indeed 'rule' by 'law'. For instance, the early failure of the reformist effort by the British Law Commission (aimed at considering codification as late as in 1964) was indicative of an utter confusion as to the generalisability of the law as broken into and embodied by a series of concepts, as well as its arrangement and ordination according to abstract logical forms, with the implied possibility of also subordinating (subsuming) facts to rules. 40 For in th -century British-Indian codifier wanted to express when he remembered as follows: "we added as many illustrations as we thought necessary for the purpose of explaining it", and, therefore, it would be most beneficial to include these rules' grounds along with the rules themselves into such codes. 41 Well, they were actually, then and now, trying to beat a path lagging centuries behind Leibniz' age and recognitions. Actually, the very idea of codification arises from the theoretical understanding that codal law cannot indeed be anything else than a sheer sequence of abstract and general rules, while the underlying understanding of the common law is still related with the idea of something that can exclusively be grasped empirically, placed somewhere between the casual decision and the grounds for decision, equally drawn from tradition.)
Even just a glance through the literature pouring in this topic is enough to see that there are already painstaking case studies about the intensifying "Europeanisation" of the British jurisprudence 42 and all those "myths of codification"-according to which, to make mention of just one formulation, "I. A codification can provide an accessible and complete formulation of the law and can enable the development of the law in a planned manner. II -which, of course, as dreams and Utopian expectations, can be justified neither in the domain of Civil Law, nor that of Common Law. It may seem paradoxical, yet it is a truth worth considering that even, for instance, French law is more flexible, more suitable for practical adaptation and fertilising application from many aspects, than case-law directly made by judges. After all, the continental law-applying process steps out from general principles calling, by their nature, for interpretation, and it may initiate debate on the meaning and applicability of rules independently from the question of the very existence and systemically co-ordinated arrangement of the same rules, as opposed to English judge-made law reduced to an amalgam(ate) of casual decisions, which, like "an amorphous mass […] [in which] there is no organizing principle", 44 directly carries on (because of the undifferentiated unity of the rules and their casual application) the legal character and self-identity of the whole, up to its last component as well. 45 It is to be noted that this is the line by which the question of the general part of civil codes becomes directly a regulatory problem of codification-as it defines, in principle, the upper layer of normative axiomatism (without which the "lawyer at sea in the law like a pilot without a compass" would helplessly roam [ . 167]-, as well as the gap-filling technique of the Swiss Zivilgesetzbuch, commissioning the judge to become eventually an accidental substitute to the legislator ( § 1), the specific feature of which lays not only in the fact that it can be traced back via Kant even to Aristotle (Nicomachean Ethics, 1137b) but it also reasserts the continental regulatory principle (the judicial empowerment notwithstanding), by eventually declaring that "in order to be legal a decision must be based on a rule which can be formulated as a general one" [ "these peculiarities and jagged edges, on both sides of the Channel, are in a process of being with away" 49 )
. Or, what is wanted is a disillusioning cold voice that would neither applaud, nor oppose, just remind us that, given the second millennium elapsed in European history, what has happened until now is not too much and not necessarily new either. Therefore, one can state that "To conclude on that basis that the common law is being »Europeanised« is probably as rash as to imagine that it was ever isolated in the first place." 50 And indeed, we cannot be so oblivious as to forget that, just a few decades ago, the very idea of applying any universal abstract formulation, such as in case of the direct and uniform judicial enforcement of transnational human rights charters, had filled the House of Lords with dread. Similarly, English lawyers have proved to be unable or unwilling to propose (perhaps out of pretension) a means more suitable for the internal division of their own law than factual classification (i.e., the one arranging facts according to the initials of their English names); 51 acknowledging with complacency that human mind has never produced and could probably never produce anything more fitting than the purely alphabetical "chaos with an index" 52 of the words identifying legal loci and contexts. sources of law 53 but "pious hopes and moral resolve rather than effective law" 54 or, at times, simply traditional literary compendia used for the official training of clerks, 55 which could of course serve also as reference manuals for the judges faced with troublesome cases.
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It is surprising how early the idea of order arose, so to say contemporarily with Justinian, but thousands of miles further, also in the West. 57 And in conceptual arrangement, substantive regulation is the first to get separated ) states], Hammurapi's code (similarly to all former Accadian and Sumerian codifications) has no connection whatsoever with the legal practice of the age. Its contents can, from several main perspectives, be regarded rather as a traditional literary formulation of the King's social obligations and as the expression of the King's awareness of the differences between the existing and the desirable state of affairs. (And it is to be remembered that this edition also remarks in notes-rather thought-provokingly for the understanding of the all-European developmentthat the fatal approach trying to squeeze reality into a series of formal requirements is unknown in Mesopotamia and probably also in the entire ancient Near East. It was only a later and definitely peripheric development, notably, Judaism [having originated from the desire to generate, due to certain ideological motives, specific social relationships] that managed to bring about such a behavioural pattern.) 55 from procedural and evidentiary rules in early compilations, so that it can finally be declared:
"all questions for which there is no regulation have to be answered upon the basis of the regulation given in the law.
[…] The law becomes, out of something inherent in the things, a kind of order posited above the things, an autonomous power." 58 New realisations are now made available about the substitutes for codification from antiquity up to the present day. On the one hand, we not only learn how widespread it was for official compilations to enter into effect in form of manuscripts (either due to lack of printing press or to some local custom), but there were even times when they were expressly designed to be made public by way of being deposited (for example, at the Town Hall in case of the Coutumes de la ville d'Ypres, 1535) as accessible to anyone to ask for a copy on payment of a certain amount, 59 just as the Icelandic law-speaker [lögsögumaður] centuries earlier (back in the age of the Konungsbók [Codex regius], 930-1262) could be approached to reassert occasionally for those who looked after justice, what the law was. 60 On the other hand, not only revealed holy books (like, e.g., the Bible for the first founders of the state of Massachusetts) can provide a rudimentary guidance as the law's summation but, at times and for want of anything better, maybe even practical guidebooks, written originally for didactic purposes to students. 61 Well, especially in case of the great oeuvres marking the emergence of the classical type of codification (like, e.g., the Allgemeines Landrecht 62 and the Code civil), despite the former's authoritarian and the latter's revolutionary origin, 63 their one-time embeddedness in traditions 64 is increasingly re-discovered and emphasised now, especially in the light of today's intellectual and institutional 61 The Hexabiblos (1345), compiled by the Thessalonian learned specialist Constantine Harmenopoulos and usually referred to as the "miserable epitome of epitomes of the epitomes", was applied throughout the late Middle Ages as a substitute source of the law in Greece and the entire Balkans. What is more, it was even confirmed by an order of February 23, 1835, of the Kingdom of Greece so that, in lack of any custom or judicial practice to the contrary, it had to be applied as a general source of the law until a civil code was finally drafted (which was actually done as late as on February 23, 1946). Or, in South-Africa, the Thirty-three Articles that constitutionally established Transvaal had stipulated in section 31 that 'hollandsche wet' had to be taken as the basis of the law. The new Constitution (Grondwet, September 19, 1859) defined, in Annex [bijlage] 1, first Johannes van der Linden's Rechtsgeleerd practicaal en koopmans Handboek, secondly Simon van Leeuwen's Het Roomsch-hollandsche recht and thirdly Grotius Inleidinge tot de hollandsche Rechtsgeleerdheid (1631) to serve as its framework. That is, it ordained practical handbooks published in a wide circulation during the 17 th century as the basic reference to law in the second half of the 19 th century despite the fact that the new civil code of the Netherlands (Burgerlijk wetboek, 1838) had by then left the old law for decades behind, as a sheer preliminary. Watson, 20 and 19. 62 According to Stein, P.: Roman Law in European History (Cambridge, 1999), 112, the main drafter of the Allgemeines Landrecht was Carl Gottlieb Suarez who shared the views of Christian Wolff, in terms of which it is the ruler's duty to guide his subjects to lead a perfectly reasonable life. Therefore, the Prussian Code had to have an educational purpose and, as addressed to the public, it had to be comprehensive, clear and definite as well. 63 challenges that, as driven by a common "European interest" or under simple pressure of time and out of helplessness, look back rather on Savigny instead of Thibaut. 65 This is all the more remarkable because it appeared as the practical correction of the cardinal idea of the Enlightenment (namely, the ideals of rationality, logicality and universality 66 that once resulted in the emergence of the new, quality type of codification and which ideals were once believed to have absolute validity) at a time when all these revolutionary illusions, wishdreams and incantations had to be put to the test of life by being implemented in practice.
Thus, it is no mere chance that Portalis' personal contribution to the drafting of the Code civil has now (in contrast to the disdainful tone once used when remembering him 67 ) come to the limelight with the effect of revelation (revoking his bitter and disillusioned treatise with a non-mainstream picture of his age, once considered worthy of oblivion). Secondly, it is little wonder that it is through the interpretation of the Code Napoléon as a sociological phenomenon that we now start collecting the following facts about J. E. M. Portalis (1746-1807) as features determining his personality: He fled to Northern Germany during the Revolution, where he got into contact with Pietists; his attraction to the oeuvres of Pascal and Montesquieu deepened; it was also during that period that he started to castigate the one-time misery of his homeland in an essay only posthumously published. For in Germany, as he wrote, he had seen the materialisation of the good form of what he called esprit philosophique: small universities, closed intellectual circles without any major social or political irradiation, where ideas were not driven by the chance of materialisation, thus being unable to become directly dangerous either. The French Revolution had, on the other hand, originated from the salons of Paris, as launched by the "Sophists". The whole atmosphere of the Enlightenment in France with direct irradiation of ideas and mobilisation of the political elite itself, focussing on the idea of a mentally anticipated conceptual system with the urge of its systemic implementation, was suitable to tempt to both irresponsibility and extreme consistency, and, once inflicted on the Nation as a living practice, it might also elicit the eventual (ill)fortune of a whole country. Well, such a cry in Portalis' complaints 68 may remind the reader of present-day criticisms of the wantonly useless, bare intellectualism marking our modernity.
69 Accordingly,
68 " How much we could have benefited since, if the idea of system had not thrown pernicious errors into the most useful truths, and if the wise lessons of experience had not been suffocated by exaggerated and absurd theories!" "It was the men of genius, of character and of vision, and not the Sophists who founded societies, built cities, and taught things to peoples. Sophists always appear at times when morals are corrupted. They are born therefrom and they are hardly suitable to raise, with their miserable influence, those spirits and hearts degraded. As soon as they formulate an idea, they believe to have brought about a kind of institution. But, as the ideas formulated do not, by themselves, capture people, they do neither take roots where they were sown. They just keep multiplying the laws, whereby they exactly achieve the debasement of legislation. And meanwhile everything gets lost: the false philosophical mind is like a deaf shell enclosing everything. To recognise again the moment of tradition embodied (among others) by the French revolutionary breakthrough in codification, as well as that of experience indispensable beyond reason and logic in the judicial profession, or to reconsider the debates revolving around codification having called to life the historical school of law in Germany from the second half of the 18 th century on, well, all this cannot at all be alone attributed to an immanent interest in the history of ideas today. After all, we have to find fixed points that help us identify the paths of the future. More precisely, it is exactly the path to be followed in the near future about which we think we may ascertain that its uniqueness and the unprecedentedness of its venture are nothing but the extension, in European dimensions and with an all-European complexity, of the difficult and risky decision which had already been faced once at a national level in Germany of the 19 th century, and for the intellectual dilemma of which perhaps the one-time movement of the German historical school of law can now be taken as the best example. 71 Anyway, the recognition according to which the age of the series of pieces of national codification was limited in a social and political sense as well, as it embodied and emphasised a further stage of universal development, is reflected by the historical reconstruction of the birth of the Austrian Allgemeines Bürger-liches Gesetzbuch. For, according to its monographer, "the codification of civil law was an attempt to reconcile the modern notion of the state as the supreme public authority holding a monopoly of government with the idea of the rule of law as an objective and, indeed, absolute category of social cohesion, and as such not subject to the supreme will of public authority […] . On the Continent of Europe, codified civil law provided the legal basis for the social and political pattern of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: the state of absolute sovereignty which yet remained a Rechtsstaat".
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At the time and under the given circumstances, this reconstructive requirement of the codal function had completely fulfilled what I had, in the monograph referred to above, described as the main (socio-legal) function of the national unification of law, on the one hand, and the apparently merely legal-technical function of the centralised state domination over the law, on the other, in terms of which the state may, in turn, control the entire theoretical and practical staff of the law and, thereby, decisively shape its everyday implementation as well.
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How far has the fulfilment of such major vocations and expectations progressed, as assessed by critical retrospection within a present perspective?
"Obviously, some of the high hopes and expectations entertained at the time of the Enlightenment have not been fulfilled: neither have the codifications made the learned lawyer redundant, nor have they led to a lasting consolidation (or, to put it negatively: ossification) of private law. Still, however, they have significantly contributed towards the national fragmentation of the European legal tradition." 74 Well, the realisation above may serve as a typical illustration of how certain evaluations can turn into their own opposite, depending on the historical evolution and practical developments, for, in the light of the present-day international process of unification in European proportions, that what once (just one or two centuries ago) was a landmark of the national legal unification is now (and not without any foundation) re-formulated as national fragmentation. Just as paradoxical is the following statement by the same historian of European law, well versed in deepened English legal studies, according to which "What German arms had achieved on the battlefields of France-political unity-had now also been peacefully accomplished in the area of private law: »One People. One Empire. One Law.«" Indeed, the requirement of both the overall popular knowledge of the law and regulatory completeness is not any longer featuring amongst the classical dreams and hopes regarding codification, or at least, not in the sense of the law's easy accessibility, cognisability and manageability.
76 Therefore, the dream originating from the age of the Enlightenment, postulating that society and law have to be established in one consciously planned and realised act around which the real life would revolve as planets of the solar system, turned out to be quite irrealistic. 77 The wish-dream of both total systemicity 78 and gaplessness, 79 effecting comprehensive and exhaustive regulation on principle, has proved to be a similarly vain hope, and even more so the attempt at enforcing this through the prohibition of judicial interpretation. 80 Well, all these new developments are definitely meant to reaffirm the trust to be placed necessarily by the legislator in those who administer justice, 81 as a reminder of the gradual construction of the law and the inevitable division of law-making contribution, covering all stages of the entire process of the law's formation, by conceptualising them as "the two-graded process of the law's establishment" (to use the expression of Kelsen having written his second major treatise in 1922), 82 on the one hand, and they also reaffirm the function of the code which I had earlier characterized (in describing the life, posterior to the Second World War, of the Code civil and other classical codes) in a way that, in the process of the gradual building up of jurisprudence through merely referring to the code-text in the everyday practical development of the law, the code's genuine function gets reduced to nothing but providing and indicating systemic-taxonomic locuses for the judicial solution of the case, that is, to a most relative guidance by far not unambiguous or excluding alternatives, on the other. Thereby, methodologically we have returned to the expectations towards a common European codification of private law, to the possible methodology of its realisation and to the formulation of the main function to be filled by it. Accordingly, "a codification […] provides a system that all those who have to apply and interpret the law to see »varitat [es] 
inter se connexa[e]«
84 to appreciate and pay attention to the normative context within which a specific decision has to be seen, to avoid inconsistencies and to arrive at solutions that are not only fair and equitable per se but also fit in with the solutions found to other problems.
[…] It provides a focus which enables him to relate seemingly disparate issues to each other and harmoniously to incorporate new strands of thought." 85 Everything considered, what underlies the above statement is nothing else than the replacement of the idea of a system, closed into its axiomatic self, by the idea of a half-open and half-closed autopoietic system that shuts itself back and also re-generates itself each time it closes itself, utilising any of its original systemic definitions in any way only when it is closed back in practice and, therefore, changing its definitions and contextualisations any time it operates, depending on its given environment. Methodologically speaking, something similar may have been in mind after the Second World War was over, when the claim for "a natural law with changing contents" (as formulated by Rudolf Stammler after the First World War) became filled with concrete contents. As concluded by a contemporary author, "The eternal truths to be found in the sphere of the logic of things […] do not constitute a closed system as once supposed by natural law, but arrive at various aspects through the entire material of the law, connected with powerful linkages to the decisions here and now to be made." 86 fell back from the codal role of determining the law to the mere role of indicating the mere systemic loci of the practical (judicial) shaping of the law. Cf With this, one has also formulated the new creed of the judicial profession in the light of the new, present-day conditions of codification. For "difficult problems can simply be wrongly analysed because, without conceptual discipline, it is not possible to be sure that previous cases were indeed like the one now before the court. The elementary principle of formal justice, that like cases be decided alike, is thus offended. Again, whole areas of the law can be neglected if in the absence of a map nobody can see that they are being insufficiently visited […] . There is also another kind of damage at a higher level, in that, in the absence of a common conceptual structure, lawyers loose faith in the rationality of their endeavour […] . It is perhaps the most important feature to be kept in mind: a code has to be brought to life, and has to be kept in tune with the changing demands of time by active and imaginative judicial interpretation and doctrinal elaboration. This requires the legislature to exercise considerable self-restraint."87
*
The lesson to be securely drawn is that notwithstanding the untroubled pursuance of domestic practice, we are getting closer to a crossroads. The perspective of the common codification of private law within the European Union not only brings back (breaking through walls of silence of several centuries) memories of accomplishments and expectations of a long and distant past (once made universally valid in continental dimensions) as actual experience, but, at the same time, also refers us back to those points and moments (regarded for centuries as buried by the bygone past) from which, upon the basis of the joint acquisition of the shared Greek-Roman heritage and its differentiating (yet in a way somehow united) re-adaptation, the paths of development characteristic of the Civil Law and the Common Law started once to diverge. The more the advancement of the European unification progresses, the more inverse the assessment of European codification becomes, reconsidering past trends, values and regulatory techniques. Thus, it is suggested as if we, on the Continent, had not so much become statal national units unified by a sequence of national laws but, being too conceited of our most promising collective heritage within the transitory phase of an infantile disorder, became rather fragmented in national isolation from one another. The meaning conveyed by our past and the paths actually covered have thereby become dubious again with open-ending alternatives.
The problem of codification in Europe seemed to be more or less settled for ever a few decades ago. Now, in the light of the new challenges that are coming from the facts of the newest European convergence, we have to resume not only our earlier investigations but, at the same time, also repeatedly re-consider the foundations and the historical (that is, as directed from the past towards the future, perspectivical) presuppositions of our thinking, perhaps not for the last time in our ever-changing world.
